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The vessel fleet calling at Israel ports mainly comprises vessels that have a lower engine tier grade (i.e., Tier 0 and 1),

which is considered a heavy contributor to nitrogen oxide (NOx) pollution. The entry recommends an additional cost

charged (selective tariff) to reflect the external social cost linked to the single vessel air pollution combined with supportive

technological infrastructure and economic incentive tools (e.g., electric subsidy) to attract or influence vessel owners to

assign vessels equipped with new engine tier grades for calls at Israeli ports.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Israel Ports

Israel seaports are responsible for more than 99% of Israel international trade in terms of export and import and around

80% in terms of value . Israel’s main international trade ports are Haifa and Ashdod, as illustrated in Figure 1. All Israel

ports are all currently (2021) publicly owned port companies except for the Haifa–Israel Shipyard company port and Eilat

Port that are privately owned. 

Haifa Port

The Port of Haifa was constructed in 1933 by the British Empire. Since 1948, it has been rebuilt and developed by the

Israeli government. Haifa Port serves as one of the two main significant ports and economic bridges connecting Israel with

the outside world. During 2010, under the port expansion program, it was resolved to open a new container terminal. The

new Carmel Port dock provides an additional 700 m of quayage with a depth of 15.8 m which is capable of handling up to

14 K TEU size container vessels .

Located in the Middle East, Haifa Port serves both local and international trade interests (from Asia, Europe, America,

Africa, etc.). The port was included in the Belt and Road initiative. As a result, an expansion program of Haifa Port is now

underway and is expected to complete the construction of a newer container terminal. The HaMifratz Port dock, which is

scheduled to open in late 2021. The new dock will feature an additional 800 m of quay-age with a depth of 17.3 m and will

be capable of handling up to 15 K TEU size container vessels. Haifa’s new port is expected to enhance traffic at the port

and to contribute to local economic growth.

Haifa Port includes container, bulk and general cargo (i.e., break-bulk), cruise and oil/liquid (included chemical) terminals.

Haifa Port is located in a high-altitude terrain topography that surrounds the Haifa Bay area. The dominant wind direction

is northwest to southeast, while in the summer the dominant wind direction shifts to southwest to northwest , as

illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Israel maritime boundary map relative to regional shipping routes. Source: Own composition, based on CSA

Ocean Sciences Inc. 2016 , Flanders Marine Institute. 2016  and Israel Navy data.

Figure 2. (a) Wind rose diagram based on 9 years of 10 min averaged wind observation at Haifa. (b) Haifa bay—Shaded

Relief Map. Source: Wind Rose—CAMERI report PN 736 ; Haifa bay—Shaded Relief Map .

1.2. Claims and Contributions

This entry claims that on certain days, emissions arising from the port area exceed even the daily industrial zone limits.

This entry makes an analogous claim that each area should be examined and managed as a collection of “flue gas

stacks”, as shown in Figure 3. In addition, this entry claims that, due to the height of the flue gas stacks on board vessels,

which are significantly lower compared to flue gas stacks installed in land-based plants, they may affect area air quality

significantly more than the industrial zone. The latter are usually subject to extensive environmental emission regulations

compared to vessels in port.

Figure 3. Emission level contribution; Vessel presences at port area vs. Heavy industry area. Source: Own composition.
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2. Model Results

2.1. Port Emission Inventory and Maritime Transportation (Freight and Fleet) Trend Effect

While examining the emission inventory in ports and its magnitude in relation to the maritime transportation in Israeli ports,

this study assumed that segmentation of each category of vessel to class could play a significant role in the calculation of

port emission inventory. This factor could reflect changes in both freight, fleet size and emission trends. 

Fleet Call Israel Ports

Findings from the Port Emission Inventory Model framework shows that between 2010 and 2018, the 5360 unique vessels

of the merchandise fleet called at Israel’s main ports. This fleet is dominated by Tier 0 and Tier 1 engine grade, 36% and

48%, respectively, where Tier 2 and 3 totals 16%, as can be seen in Figure 4. These findings are based on the analysis of

vessels’ technical characteristics and year of manufacture.

Figure 4. Fleet visit distribution by tier level—Israel ports—years 2010–2018.

Analysis of the Israel Navy and ASP datasets’ classification processes for the actual and predictive vessel size for this

model framework made it possible to segment the current fleet into different category types and into different of classes of

engine tier grade as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Vessel visit segmented by tier level and category type—Israel ports—years 2010–2018.



In terms of tier analysis per category, there is a similar ratio for the Tier 0 and Tier 1 engine grades for almost all vessels in

different category types, except for the Bulk and RO-RO category, which shows a greater ratio for engine grade Tier 2 and

3.

2.2. Haifa Port Emission Inventory

Findings from the Port Emission Inventory Model framework show that container, general cargo, and oil tankers dominate

Haifa vessel statistics port calls, as shown in Figure 6. The average annual statistic for port calls for the investigated

periods is ~2600 unique visits. Furthermore, the results indicate an increase in the dry bulk, general cargo and container

vessels’ port call statistics, in contrast to a decrease in the chemical tanker sector. The reduction in the chemical tanker

sector can be explained due to the closing of the Haifa chemicals plant and its ammonia tank, which were the main

players in this vessel sector.

Figure 6. Haifa Port—merchandise vessels—visit count, segmented by vessel category, 2010–2018.

2.3. Haifa Port Emission Inventory

To better understand the magnitude of the vessel’s emissions during their port stay, a wide comparison analysis between

all Haifa Bay emission sources is required. However, an additional technique could be considered, i.e., comparative

assessments of annual emission inventories of all known sources of pollution in the Haifa Bay area. Therefore, a

comparative assessment was made, comparing all known sources of cumulative emission inventory with Haifa Port

vessels traffic.

Emission data regarding industrial sources are based on the Israel Ministry of Environmental Pollution (MoEP) Pollutant

Release and Transfer Register (PRTR) inventory database for all emission sources. The database includes information for

the years 2012–2018. Therefore, model findings were compared to the total emission pollution in the Haifa Bay area for

each year in the Israel MoEP PRTR analysis period .

From an analysis of seven years of historical OGV maritime traffic in port and emission inventory performance, findings

from the model indicate a gradual increase in the yearly inventory for the period 2012–2018, compared to Haifa industrial

area’s similar period performance. The reduction trend described in Figure 7 is a result of the switching effort in Haifa Bay

industrial plants to use clean, gas-based energy as their main energy source along with additional efforts to reduce CAC

emission levels .
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Figure 7. Haifa Port vs. Industrial area—comparison overview of all-source emission inventory in ratio analysis—

segmented by emission type, 2012–2018. Remark: Haifa Port—Ocean Going Vessels (excluding Trailing Suction Hopper

Dredger, 2016–2018). Remark: Israel Electric Corporation (IEC).
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